Team Finland Knowledge (TFK) webinar, special Call for Ukraine 2023
Welcome to the webinar

Please keep your camera and microphone muted unless you are speaking.

Questions and comments can be posted in the chat.

We will reserve time at the end of the meeting to go through questions, you can then also ask for the floor by “raising your hand” or by commenting in the chat.

The presentations will be recorded and published after the meeting on EDUFI’s web page.
Content of the webinar

• A short introduction to EDUFI’s TFK Programme

• An overview of education sector in Ukraine
  Minna Hakkarainen, Embassy of Finland in Kyiv

• An introduction to the higher education sector in Ukraine
  Sari Eriksson, Ministry of Education and Culture, Helsinki

• Questions & answers
TFK programme’s separate call on Ukraine

• A separate call for applications for Ukraine is arranged as a part of the TFK programme.

• The Call is targeted for the support of cooperation with the Ukrainian higher education institutions.

• The emphasis is on Ukrainian higher education sector’s need for strengthening academic cooperation and capacity building.

• The aim of the Call is to support Finnish higher education institutions’ collaboration with Ukrainian partners and support Ukraine with the development and rebuilding of its higher education.
TFK Programme for HE education cooperation

TARGET AREAS 2023: India, Southern Africa, Southeast Asia & Latin America + a special Call for Ukraine

PROJECT LENGTH: 2.5 years
MAX. SUPPORT: 80 000€
BUDGET: 1.6 m€ (incl. Ukraine call)

FORMS OF COOPERATION:
Joint study units & courses
Digital/virtual teaching
Curriculum cooperation
Joint/double degrees
Mobility of students & staff
Working life cooperation

PROGRAMME WEB SITE: https://www.oph.fi/en/programmes/tfk-programme
Questions sent in advance

- Obviously there will be no travelling costs to Ukraine, but travelling costs are actually in a significant role when we consider the budgeting rules in TFK programme. Would it then mean, that the Ukrainian are the only ones to travel, and now there should be quite a many of them travelling to Finland? Would the project funding cover all insurance costs, in case of highly unwished events, or must the traveller have either a personal insurance or the sending institute should cover this travelling? It could mean some potential participants to NOT participate in the project, due to the risks in travelling.
Questions sent in advance

- Miten rahoitetaan vaihto-opiskelijoina kirjoilla olevien ukrainalaisopiskelijoiden opintoja 31.05.2023 jälkeen. Erasmus apurahat ja yliopiston omista varoista maksamat apurahat loppuvat päättyvät tuolloin. Samalla päättyy heidän opiskeluohjeudet, miten heidän majoitus järjestyy jos he eivät voi opiskelijoina käyttää enää HOAS asuntoja?
Thank you!

Materials will be published at:

With further questions please contact:
TFK-programme@oph.fi

Further information is available at: